This unique compilation of insights into the world’s most magnificent art, architecture and antiquities, by the people who know them best, unlocks the door to the Rome most visitors miss.

A renowned painter shows the way to an overlooked masterpiece; an archaeologist walks you through an intriguing ancient ruin; a Renaissance scholar tells which of Michelangelo’s works he finds the most moving of all. Along the way a poet laureate imparts the address of a gourmet cheese shop with its own pizzeria and an acclaimed director sets the stage for an ideal Roman afternoon.

City Secrets Rome reveals the city that will take your breath away. Organized by area; with colour maps, vintage photographs and illustrations.
City Secrets makes no claim to be a comprehensive guide to Rome. Buy another book to get the overview and to see the major sites (I liked Rick Steves approach), but then also bring City Secrets to really begin to get to know the city. The suggestions are personal, quirky, and always interesting.
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